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. Today, native versions of the name accordion are more common. These names refer to the
type of accordion patented by Cyrill Demian, which concerned . They make both piano
accordions and chromatic button accordions. In cooperation. . They make accordions to order,
with personalised brand names. [ AM] [IT].Aug 13, 2003 . Squeezeboxes: Names and Brands.
How did the Accordion get its name? Squeezebox Names Around the World List of Brands &
Models . This list was compiled by Wendy Morrison, based on 30+ years of collecting, buying
and selling accordions. It is by no means a comprehensive list -- new names . Synonyms for
accordion at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary
and Word of the Day.Nov 8, 2013 . Accordion buttons, called “bass,” are pushed perpendicular
to the. These early attempts were given exotic names, such as the aeoline, the . General
Information. Definition of an accordion: A portable musical instrument of the free reed family,
controlled by air flow from the bellows.Okay, this sounds like a perfect opener for a joke about
accordions, but I am searching for other names for "accordion". Leadbelly called it a . The most
popular alternative name for the accordion is the squeezebox. Additional names for the
accordion include concertina, button box and lootspill.The accordion, or squeezebox, is a type
of free-reed instrument that generates sound when air rushes past metal reeds affixed to blocks
insi.
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Dictionary and Word of the Day.Nov 8, 2013 . Accordion buttons, called “bass,” are
pushed perpendicular to the. These early attempts were given exotic names, such as the
aeoline, the . General Information. Definition of an accordion: A portable musical
instrument of the free reed family, controlled by air flow from the bellows.Okay, this sounds
like a perfect opener for a joke about accordions, but I am searching for other names for
"accordion". Leadbelly called it a . The most popular alternative name for the accordion is
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musical instrument of the free reed family, controlled by air flow from the bellows.Okay, this
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